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It was particularly good to welcome Cindy McFarlane and her Paarl 

Boys this past week. There has always been a good bond between the 

two schools where we thump them in hockey and they thump us in 

rugby. All very friendly. However, this may not be the case for long as 

Paarl are building their own astro (as are Paarl Gym) and we can look 

forward to tougher competition from them in future. 

The highlight of the weekend was certainly the U15A’s dramatic 

comeback. Being 0-3 down with only three minutes left, the boys 

scored three goals in 70 seconds! It was hard to believe that such a 

thing could happen and, as much as the SACS family was dancing in 

disbelief, the Paarl boys were left shattered, wondering how they lost 

a 3-0 lead with only five minutes to go. 
  

TheIt was interesting listening to James Peverley and Cindy McFarlane 

discussing the new astro being built, and it highlighted again (excuse 

the pun) the terrific lighting we have. Paarl are installing 350 lumen 

lights whereas, for us, 350 is our practice “level”, and 500 is our match 

brightness. We certainly have the brightest match lights of any local 

school! 



Steve Shaw from Kings College in 

Taunton has been visiting us again and 

we are so lucky to have his vast hockey 

knowledge at our disposal and his 

decisive umpiring! 

The new facilities at the Junior School 

pool are all but finished, and parents 

will be pleased to know that there are 

toilets there for both adult ladies and 

gentlemen. The usual change rooms for the boys have been upgraded 

too. 

This weekend we are away at Bishops and, regardless of what the 

weather may be, we always have an enjoyable time there. Please join 

us in supporting our boys! They may not have lunar eclipses at Bishops, 

but we can do some eclipsing of our own. 

 

 

Below are the coaches’ match reports: 

 

1st XI: 

Following a keenly-contested set of results in the other age groups, 

we knew that the Paarl Boys’ Hockey had become a lot more 

competitive than in years before. The game started brightly and 

SACS gained early control of the game, following their processes 

and sticking to their game pattern.  

 



A number of chances 

were created and the 

first goal was scored 

towards the end of the 

first quarter by Kabelo 

Mosothoane, following 

a neat tomahawk from 

Nathan Ansell, who 

had made his debut for 

the first XI the day 

before. Thomas 

Mitchell then scored a 

drag flick into the 

bottom left corner. 2-0 

SACS. Paarl rarely gained entry into the SACS D but were rewarded 

with a penalty corner, from which they ran a very different variation 

than what the boys had anticipated, scoring into the top of the net.  

 

Within 11 seconds of the second half restart, SACS had increased 

their lead through a direct attack and Kyle Baxter smashing the ball 

across the goalkeeper and into the bottom corner. The defence was 

well set up and an interception and quick release of the ball by 

Markus 

Sass saw 

Kabelo 

beat 

defenders 

with some 

excellent 

skills, but a 

save from 

the GK 

prevented 

what 

would 

have 

been a 

very well-

worked 



goal. Paarl broke out of their own half and, through a long hit down 

the pitch, found themselves towards the side of the SACS D and a 

penalty corner was awarded. Again, a different variation found the 

back of the SACS goal. Although close in scoreline, the game was 

never really a close contest in terms of who the better team was.  

 

Another SACS goal came from a penalty corner, Luke DÁguair 

dribbling the ball down the centre of the Paarl PC defence and 

flicking the ball into the side netting for a 4-2 lead. Paarl scored a 

late 4th quarter goal through the same penalty corner variation as 

their first, giving a nervy end to the game. It was a deserved win for 

the SACS players, but a rather flattering scoreline for the opposition.  

 

 
 

Nonetheless, important learning points were made and, importantly, 

the momentum is still growing for the SACS 1st team.  
 



 

 



2nd XI: 

This was going to be a challenging match as Paarl Boys play a strong 

pressing game and try to catch you on the counter attack. We 

seemed to start at the same level as 

our previous match which was too 

slow and we turned over possession 

often. As a result we conceded a 

soft goal. We 

tried to control 

the game for 

longer periods, 

but seemed to be giving away possession in 

the final third of the field.  

Eventually the team managed to put together 

some enterprising play and scored a good goal by Thomas Theron 

after a good pass from Ethan Abrahams. This was also against a 

goalkeeper that was playing well. 

The second half was a different affair. Unfortunately we made an 

error in our defensive third of the field and were punished with a 

goal. However, the team kept on improving and in the last ten 

minutes we totally dominated play. With enterprising play we 

equalised with a strong shot from Ibrahim Mahmood. If it was not for 

their goalkeeper, we would have been on the winning side as he 

made many telling saves.  

With the final whistle gone we had a 

penalty corner which went agonisingly 

close to going in and it all seem to happen 

in slow motion. A very good end to the 

match by the team.(2 – 2)  

3rd XI: 

Paarl Boys' have definitely improved their hockey over the past few 

years. With the Thirds experiencing defeat last year and each year 

previously being a close encounter, we were ready for a tough 



match. There was a good energy during warm-up, with Jason Garde 

continuing to do a good job of getting the squad match-ready.  

This week, the gents of the Thirds showed ambition from the start of 

the match and put Paarl under immediate pressure. Paarl seemed 

content to keep two forwards up in our half, while the rest of their 

team tried to build from the counter. Robert Versveld and Jason held 

the midfield well and our links worked tirelessly to close the spaces. 

Paarl felt the pressure of this good pressing and SACS drove in wave 

after wave of attack. This led to three goals by the end of the match. 

Nicholas Rethman got an instinctive striker's goal, as well as Ryan 

Britton. This showed a hunger for the backboard which has been 

lacking in previous matches. Robert made sure to get onto the 

scoreboard as well and was unlucky not to have an early short 

corner goal awarded.  

An important factor in the Thirds creating pressure was the off-the-

ball movement and opponent-tracking done by the whole team. 

The defence did have lapses in concentration however, and more-

focused teams might have made us suffer. There were times where 

we dribbled straight into the opponent and the Thirds will need to 

retain more possession in order to frustrate Bishops.  

4th XI: 

SACS 4th team produced another sterling performance against Paarl 

Boys’ High School on Saturday at SACS. 

What a beautiful day it was for hockey, and all the SACS teams 

playing at home did not disappoint. 

The 4ths played some very entertaining and mostly a skilful brand of 

hockey for a team at this level. Beautiful inter-passing created many 

opportunities which were not always converted. Some very good 

‘keeping and lack of ‘killer instinct’ keeping the score at 0 – 0 at half 

time. 

In the second half we showed greater urgency and cohesion and 

Greg Johnson scored from a short-corner variation on the right post. 

A short while later Thomas Neff scored from a penalty-flick after a 



pro-longed goal mouth melee.  Thomas Neff, with some good 

individual skills, added another goal a short while later. 

Despite dominating the entire match, PBHS managed to score from 

an angled shot after some lazy back-tracking by the defence. 

 It was a well-earned and satisfying 3 – 1 victory for the 4ths. 

U16A: 

After a solid start to term 3 hockey, our next opponent was certainly 

a team that would be difficult to break down. Paarl Boys have had 

a good couple of results 

throughout the season and it 

was going to be no easy feat to 

get the win. The boys knew this 

and came out firing right from 

the get-go, possibly even a bit 

too emphatic as slight rustiness 

was evident and a couple of passes and touches were going a bit 

out of reach.  

This didn’t affect the boys’ confidence and they did well to break 

into the circle early into the first half and gain an early penalty 

corner, setting a platform for our dangerous penalty corner 

battalion. Matthew May gave SACS the lead with a quick drag flick 



that the keeper struggled to deal with. The rest of the half was a 

frenetic one. SACS dominated territory and possession but were left 

with a few scares due to Paarl Boys’ dangerous counter-attacks. The 

boys went into halftime with a 1-0 lead. 

 

The second half was a similar story to the first: lots of territory and 

possession but SACS struggled 

to get past the opponents’ 

disciplined defence. Another 

step towards the win was 

taken when the ever-present 

feisty gameplay of Jamie 

Senekal was on show once 

again, dispossessing the 

opponents’ centre-half and 

finishing a one-on-one with 

the GK. A third goal by Kane Gibson was added to make it 3-0 in 

favour of SACS and the rest of the game was a combination of 

focusing on defence and trying out new tactics for future games to 

come. A solid win and yet another clean sheet for the U16A team. 

 



U16B: 

The SACS U16B hockey team faced Paarl Boys High School last 

weekend.  The match was fiercely contested from the first minute.  

SACS struggled to link up and turned over possession far too often.  

This saw Paarl create a few good chances.  Tiago Brazier did well to 

keep the ball out of his goal, along with the defence.   

The second half was much better for SACS.  They were more 

organised going forward, allowing them to create some very good 

chances.  The first goal eventually came courtesy of a short corner.  

Riley Parker did well to put SACS a goal up.  The next goal came a 

few minutes later when Keenan Dalwai finished a well-worked move.  

That goal put the game to bed.  A decent performance from the 

U16B team who will be hoping for a better performance against 

Bishops this week. 

U16C: 

The SACS U16C team started positively scoring early going 1-0 up. By 

holding onto most of the possession and not allowing Paarl Boys any 

chance of receiving the ball, a second goal was scored by SACS. 

Eventually Paarl capitalised on some scrappy play by the SACS 

defenders and managed to pull one over SACS. The defenders 

quickly learnt from their mistake and for the rest of the game created 

opportunities at the back by not putting themselves under pressure 

with static play. The defenders moved the ball around well and 

managed to put the ball into space for the links. The links combined 

well with short quick passes to the wings which saw the ball being 

moved from the SACS half all the way through to the D. These short 

quick passes have become the norm for the u16C’s and the 

interplay has paid off week in and week out. With this, the SACS boys 

put another four goals onto the scoreboard, winning 6-1. This is great 

momentum before heading into the Bishops derby over the 

weekend.  

 

 



  

    

  

   

 



U16D: 

We had another good match this week, this time against Paarl Boys’ 

High. The team has finally found its rhythm and is now playing well 

together. It is such a pleasure to watch them and I am glad all the 

hard work last term is paying off. 

 

During the first half the game was pretty evenly-contested, with both 

teams enjoying good goal-scoring opportunities. For us, Alex 

Daneels slipped a ball past the Paarl keeper halfway through the first 

half and Unimke Apor increased our lead with a great shot into the 

goals later in the half. Our goal keeper, Greg Hoyle, stood firm and 

Paarl were only able to score when miscommunication between our 

defenders gave them a clear shot during a short corner. We went 

into half time leading 2-1. 

 

During the second half we were clearly the stronger team and 

managed a lot more scoring opportunities than Paarl. Peter 

Copeland, assisted by Alex Daneels, scored the only goal of the half, 

giving us a 3-1 victory. 

 

We have now had two good games in a row to start the term. I am 

hoping we can keep up this positive play into the three derby fixtures 

and improve our results from last term. 

 

U15A: 

The next challenge for the SACS U15A side was PBHS. SACS had to 

be composed throughout the game to keep Paarl’s never-say-die 

attitude in check. In the beginning of the game, SACS created many 

chances with great build-up play, yet they could not secure a goal. 

Paarl Boys thrived off this and soon created chances through silly 

mistakes by SACS.  

Paarl Boys scored first off a counter attack to give them a 1-0 lead. 

SACS was shaken by the early goal, as well as the fact that they 

could not finish their opportunities. This gave Paarl Boys the 

advantage in that stage of the game and they then scored another 

goal off a counter-attack to make it 2-0. SACS still had opportunities 



but could not link up in the final quarter of the field. The first half 

ended 2-0 up to Paarl Boys.  

After the team talk, the boys 

realized that the game was still 

not over and that they had to 

give maximum effort to get 

back into the game. SACS 

started positively in the second 

half and created many 

chances. Reece Alperstein’s 

individual brilliance gave his 

team belief by creating many 

opportunities with his pace and skill. SACS kept dominating but 

couldn't score, and then Paarl Boys scored again to make it 3-0. This 

was difficult for SACS but there belief was still there.  

With three minutes on the clock left, SACS was getting short corner 

after short corner. Ryan Silberbauer then scored a drag flick with two 

minutes to go on the clock. 35 seconds later SACS scored again with 

Reece Alperstein 

scavenging the ball in 

the 9 yard area (2-3). The 

clock was ticking and 

SACS still had time to 

secure a draw. SACS 

attacked down the right 

channel and then 

managed to get the ball 

into Paarl’s quarter. Luca 

Marshal had the ball 

outside the D on the 

right-hand side and then 

crossed the ball to where SACS players were lurking. Kayden 

Solomans then secured a back-stick deflection on the far post to 

score SACS’ third goal (3-3).  



 

SACS were delighted to come back in this fashion. The game ended 

3-3. This showed unbelievable character by the SACS to come back 

from 3-0 down. Also to score three goals in 70 seconds. What a great 

game! 

 

U14A: 

 

SACS U14A had a poor start to the game against Paarl Boys with off-

target passes and shoddy ball control. SACS scored first after a goal-

mouth scramble that saw Daniel Ossendryver eventually tap the ball 

in. Paarl Boys responded with a confident break-through and strike 

that caught the SACS defence napping.  

 

 
 



As the half wore on, SACS found 

their confidence and started 

controlling the game better. Jared 

Wentzell was tasked with marking 

the Paarl Boys playmaker which he 

duly did, effectively eliminating his 

opponent from the game. Finlay 

Frost converted another goal-

mouth scramble for SACS to lead 2-1 at half-time.  

 

In the second half SACS threw the proverbial kitchen sink at the Paarl 

Boys goalmouth with only a splendid game from the Paarl Boys 

keeper holding 

SACS out. Amar 

Shah Khan 

dominated the 

midfield which 

lead to another 

messy goal that, 

after post-match 

video referral, was 

credited to Josh 

Blanckensee. SACS 

finished well by 

winning 3-1. 

 

U14B: 
 

The boys faced a very capable Paarl Boys side that pushed us to our 

very limits. We started the game convincly with an early goal but 

Paarl hit right back with a quick equalizer. This had an impact on the 

team as we had grown all too comfortable over the past few weeks 

and we seemed truly shocked to concede a goal.  

 

What followed was a scrappy display from both sides as the boys 

struggled to achieve dominance. It must be said that if we had 

taken our numerous chances the score line would’ve been very 

different, but as well all know “IF” amounts to sweet nothing in sport.  

 



Both sides scored again taking the game to 2-2. This made the last 

10 mins very frantic and we were rescued by the ever reliable Saul 

Alperstein who put away a half chance to win us the game: 3-2.  

 

There was plenty to take from this game and one thing that I was 

very proud of was our ability to win ugly.  

 

 
 
U14C: 
 
On Thursday afternoon, our U14C hockey team went up against 

Paarl Boys' High School in a much-anticipated match. The boys were 

nervous but walked onto the field with excitement. The whistle blew 

and within the first minute of the game, our boys had taken the ball 

up the field and scored a magnificent goal. Our team was elated 

and relatively shocked at what had just taken place. They spent the 

next couple of minutes reeling with excitement from scoring and 

they kept taking the ball up the field in a confident manner. They 

showed skills and effort that we have not seen this season so far.  



We scored two more goals and although the opposition managed 

to score two goals as well, we managed to end the game with a 3-

2 victory.  

It was without a doubt our most exciting game of the season so far 

and we are exceptionally proud of our boys. Big congratulations to 

Tivon Pather, Luke Fourie and Cale Harrison for scoring our three 

goals of the match. We look forward to our last few matches of the 

season. 
SACS HOCKEY RESULTS vs Paarl BHS 

[JULY 2018] 

TEAM OPPONENTS SCORE 

SACS 1st Paarl BHS 4  -  3 

SACS 2nd Paarl BHS 2  -  2 

SACS 3rd Paarl BHS 3  -  0 

SACS 4th Paarl BHS 3  -  1 

   

SACS 16A Paarl BHS 3  -  0 

SACS 15A Paarl BHS  3  -  3 

SACS 16B Paarl BHS 2  -  0 

SACS 16C Paarl BHS 6  -  1 

SACS 16D Paarl BHS 3  -  1 

   

SACS 14A Paarl BHS 3  -  0 

SACS 14B Paarl BHS 3  -  2 

SACS 14C Paarl BHS 3  -  2 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SACS HOCKEY vs BISHOPS 

[3rd  & 4th JULY 2018] 

 

TEAM OPPONENTS VENUE FIELD DAY TIME 
 

SACS 1st BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Fri 3rd  18h30  

SACS 2nd BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Fri 3rd 17h10  

SACS 3rd BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Sat 4th 10h00  

SACS 4th BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Sat 4th 09h00  

SACS 5th BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Sat 4th 08h00  

       

SACS 16A BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Fri 3rd  16h05  

SACS 15A BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Fri 3rd  17h00  

SACS 16B BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Sat 4th 11h00  

SACS 16C BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Sat 4th 10h00  

SACS 16D BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Sat 4th 09h00  

SACS 16E BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Sat 4th 08h00  

       

SACS 14A BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Fri 3rd  15h00  

SACS 14B BISHOPS BISHOPS WOODLANDS Sat 4th 11h00  

SACS 14C BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Fri 3rd  16h00  

SACS 14D BISHOPS SACS SACS ASTRO Fri 3rd  15h00   

 

 

        

 

 


